3DX™

Edge Lifting System
AS 3850.1:2015
(+A1:2019) Compliant

Developed and tested in Australia by Reid™, the 3Dx85™
anchor system provides high lifting capacities and
productivity though increased levels of efficiency.
The unique design distributes loads in the concrete in three dimensions, maximising
capacity while reducing outward bursting loads and potential panel damage.

The stronger,
faster, safer
Edge Lifting
System

The 3Dx™ provides precasters
with one lifting solution to
cover 90% of panels. The
patented forged design,
made from tough Alloy
Steel, also allows for faster
installation for Precasters.
The compact design of the 3Dx is easier
to manoeuvre around the mesh and
fittings, yet delivers 8.5t capacity.

STRONGER
One lifting solution to cover
90% of panels. A high capacity
anchor, allowing for less to be
used within a given panel

FASTER
Best-in-class shear capacity,
allowing for increased cycle times,
meaning you can strip panels
earlier. This will enable you to
optimise your yard and potentially
double your panel output

SAFER
The edge lifting solution that won’t
let you down. The 3Dx edge lifting
system is supported by local inconcrete testing and validated by
independent accredited labs. Reid
ensure to get the job done right the
first time, ensuring your employees
and business are always safe.
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3Dx™ Overview
3Dx™ Features:
Less reinforcement required
due to advanced leg profile.
• Eliminates concrete spalling in shear to edge
and rotational lifts of thin concrete elements.
• Hot dip galvanised for corrosion resistance.
• Extensively tested and independently verified.
• System colour code to minimise
component selection errors.

3Dx™ Anchor Design features:

3 dimensional forged
design made from tough
Alloy Steel.
Provides superior concrete anchorage
and anchor strength. Faster installation for
precasters; with no need for a shear bar. The
compact design of the 3Dx™ makes it easier
to manoeuvre within the panel and around
fittings, yet still delivering a 8.5t capacity.

I-Beam design and
Elongated tension bar hole.

Symmetrical tapered
clutch engagement hole.

Provides maximum shear capacity without the
need for a shear bar! Eliminates congestion
between the tension bar and the central mesh
by allowing the precaster to place the tension
bar over or under the mesh, without having to
move the anchor, allowing for central anchor
placement. Provides precasters with lower inplace cost and installation efficiencies.

Forging not only allows for a stronger
anchor but also allows for the profile of
the clutch engagement hole to better
match that of the clutch; providing
easier and faster clutch engagement
and remote release.

3Dx™ Performance Data
Part
No.

Panel
Thickness

Max
WLL

(mm)

(tonne)

150
3DX85

175
200

8.5

Stripping Capacity

Placement (WLL)

15MPa

20MPa

25MPa

Tensile1/Shear2

Tensile1/Shear2

7.50 / 2.19

8.00 / 2.69

8.25

7.50 / 2.43

8.00 / 3.00

8.50

7.50 / 2.80

8.00 / 3.00

8.50

Tensile

32MPa
Tensile

8.50

Tension Bar

40MPa

Diam. & Leg Length

Tensile

8.50

(mm)

N16 / 500mm

1. Tensile data is WLL during the stripping process. 2. Shear data is the Capacity based on avoiding hairline cracking around lifter during the stripping process.
3. Minimum panel reinforcement : SL82, N16 Perimeter Bar, centrally placed
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How to Use 3Dx™
2
1

Central Mesh:

Double Mesh:

The tension bar may run
either above or below
the central mesh.

The tension bar rests on top
of the bottom layer of mesh.
Perimeter bars rest in the
neck of the anchor.

3Dx™ can be used with perimeter bar placement in
any of the following locations: 1 within the legs (as
shown) or 2 on either side of the neck of the anchor.

3Dx™ Edge Lifting Methods:

Initial lift
and storage

Lift on to
transport
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Lift, rotate
and placement
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System Compatibility
8.5 Tonne

Edgelifting System:

Anchor

Lifting Clutch

Void Former
Isometric View:

3DX85
Top View:

Anchor in concrete:

3DX85LC

3DX85VF

Reid™ 3Dx™ Anchor Markings and Clutch Preview:
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Working load Limit
(WLL)a, Reid Logob
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3DX85

a

Proof load
serialised
tag system.

b

3
3DX85LC

Batch Numbera
Anchor Lengthb

3

Colour coded

Reid™ 3Dx™ lifting system is colour
coded yellow for easy system
validation. This includes yellow
paint on the head of the anchor
to match the yellow void former
and yellow zinc plated clutch.
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Important Disclaimer: Any engineering information or
advice (“Information”) provided by ramsetreid® in this
document is issued in accordance with a prescribed
standard, published performance data or design software. It
is the responsibility of the user to obtain its own independent
engineering (or other) advice to assess the suitability of the
Information for its own requirements. To the extent permitted
by law, ramsetreid® will not be liable to the recipient or any
third party for any direct or indirect loss or liability arising out
of, or in connection with, the Information.

Reid customer service
Reid™ Australia
Customer Service Centre
Tel:
1300 780 250
Email: sales@reid.com.au
Web:
reid.com.au

ramsetreid™ 1 Ramset Drive, Chirnside Park 3116
Information in this document is correct at the time of printing. Readers should contact ramsetreid™ or
consult ramsetreid™ detailed technical information to ensure product is suitable for intended use prior
to purchase. ITW Australia Pty Ltd ABN 63 004 235 063 trading as ramsetreid™
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